Dependence of deformability of geometries and characteristics of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in canonical 2'-deoxyribonucleotides on DNA conformations.
The molecular structure and deformability (with respect to average geometry) of methyl ethers of canonical 2'-deoxyribonucleotides thymidine-5'-phosphate (mTMP), 2-deoxycytidine-5'-phosphate (mCMP), 2-deoxyadenosine-5'-phosphate (mAMP) and 2'-deoxyguanosine-5'-phosphate (mGMP) in different types of DNA have been calculated using B3LYP/cc-pvdz method. Comparison of energy at equilibrium conformations of nucleotides and conformations with torsion angles of backbone fixed to average values for different types of DNA reveals that incorporation of nucleotides to A-DNA macromolecules requires the minimum amount of deformation energy. Therefore, this type of DNA should be the least strained from viewpoint of intramolecular deformations of monomers. Modeling of environmental effects within the PCM approach reveals that the immersion of nucleotides in polar medium results in significant decrease of energy differences between anti conformers of all DNTs and syn conformers of mGMP. This also leads to reduction by almost a half nucleotides' deformation energy facilitating formation of DNA macromolecule. Change of DNTs conformation causes switch between different types of intramolecular H bonds. Every type of DNA possesses unique set of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in nucleotides.